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A PREDICTIVE STUDY OF
TURNOVER OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
^
Although turnover of scientists and engineers may sometimes be desirable,
it is by and large a costly phenomenon. It is costly to the company, which has
invested resources in training the person who leaves, and it is costly to the
individual', who must devote his energies to becoming acclimated to his new job
situation. Poor performers are not the only ones who leave their companies;
in the present study, 3 57.. of the scientists and engineers who left their companies
were judged to be among the top half in usefulness to their organizations, and in
one company 23% of those who left were judged to be among the top ten percent in
usefulness
.
If turnover could be predicted in advance from information about certain
factors which are subject to alteration, then companies would be in a much better
position to take steps to reduce it. In this study an attempt is made to identify
factors which are related to a person's subsequently leaving his company. The
factors considered are of four kinds: characteristics of the scientist, motiva-
tion and satisfaction, characteristics of the work group, and characteristics of
the job situation.
Procedure
In 1959 a questionnaire measuring motivations and working relationships was
completed by scientists and engineers at several companies as part of an extensive
study of scientists in organizations. In 1965 information was obtained from two
of these companies as to whether the scientists were still with their 1959 laborator-
ies, had transferred within the company, or had left the company. Information
from the 1959 questionnaire was then tabulated separately for the "Stays," "Trans-
fers," and "Turnovers" to determine whether various factors measured in 1959 were
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related to turnover during the following six years.
In all, 590 scientists and engineers participated in the study of turnover.
Of these, 378 were largely engineers in one of three laboratories of "Company A,"
an electronics firm, and 212 were employed by "Company B," a manufacturer of
pharmaceuticals. Table 1 shows the number of persons in the "Stay," "Transfer,"
and "Turnover" categories in each company, the number of "high performers" in
each of these categories in each compaiy, the number of persons in these categories
in each of the three laboratories of Company A, and the number of PhD and non-
PhD scientists in each category in Company B. High. p^rformer^ wfere defined as
those persons judged by their colleagues and supervisor* to be among the top
fifty percent in usefulness to their organization relative to those of similar
education and experience.
Fonnat of the tables
Tables 2-48 show the percentages of "Stays," "Transfers," and "Turnovers"
who answered questions about certain factors which were predicted to be related
to turnover. Table 2, for example, shows information about the scientists' ages.
The percentages in Table 2 represent the proportion of "young" (specifically,
under 35 years) scientists in the "Stay," "Transfer," and "Turnover" categories.
In Company A 57% of the "Stays," 707, of the "Transfers," and 817. of the "turn-
overs" were under 35. Apparently agewas related to turnover in the predicted
direction.
Tests of statistical significance were not applied to the data, since strictly
speaking, the respondents in this study did not represent a sample from any popu-
lation. Rather, it was decided for purposes of this report to consider a difference
of 137. as a tentative "finding," and a difference of 77, as a "trend."
The 49 tables have been put into five groups which are presented sequentially.

The first group shows factors which were found to be related to turnover in both
companies. (The differences for both companies total 20% with each company
showing at least a trend.) The second shows factors which were related in Com-
pany A but not in Company B, and the third shows factors which were related to
turnover in Company B but not Company A. The fourth group shows factors related
to turnover in one direction in Company A but the opposite direction in Company
B (e.g., young scientists tend to leave Company A but old scientists tend to
leave Company B) . The fifth group of tables shows factors which were not found
to be related to turnover in either company as a whole, but were related to turn-
over of certain sub-groups within the company. Within each group of tables the
factors are ordered according to the four types of factors being considered:
characteristics of the scientist, motivation and satisfaction, characteristics
of the work group, and characteristics of the job situation.
Results
Now let us turn to some of the findings of the study. We shall refer here
only to data about "Turnovers" and "Stays" in the two companies as a whole. The
reader may consult the appropriate columns of the tables to draw conclusions
about high performers, the individual laboratories of Company A, differences be-
tween PhD and non-PhD scientists in Company B, and characteristics of the "Trans-
fers." To facilitate this, columns in the tables with differences of at least 137o
between "Stays" and "Turnovers" are marked "/".
Both companies
In both Company A and Company B, "Turnovers" as opposed to "Stays" tended
to be
:
--younger
--at junior or intermediate levels of technical maturity
--more oriented toward science
--less apt to see professional colleagues in their organizations
as reference groups
(continued)

--more apt to say that their professional development would be
best enhanced by leaving their present positions
--apt to see less provision for satisfying their desire for "self-
actualization"
--apt to see less provision for satisfying their desire for "status"
--apt to see less provision for having congenial co-workers as colleagues
--in work groups which
--have fewer meetings
--are more coordinated
--are smaller
--compete less with other groups in the company
--are more hesitant to share ideas within the group
--paid less
--apt to see their supervisor less useful as a "neutral sounding board"
--(trend) in their most important group for a shorter time
--(trend) apt to see less competition between companies
The findings indicate that for both companies the person who left was a
younger person oriented toward his scientific field rather than his company who
had not been "socialized" into the company as much as his counterparts who stayed,
He felt that his professional development would benefit by leaving his present
position. He saw less provision in his job for using and developing his skills,
achieving organizational status, or working with congenial colleagues. His
work group was smaller, more hesitant to share ideas, more highly coordinated,
and less competitive with other groups in the company. It held fewer meetings.
The scientist who left was paid less and saw his supervisor as less useful as a
"neutral sounding board" for his ideas. He tended to have been with his group
seen
for a shorter time and to have/less competition between companies.
Company A only
In Company A, but not in Company B, scientists who left as opposed to
those who stay tended to be:
--more professionally oriented
--more apt to see professional colleagues elsewhere as a reference group
--more apt to have a long-range time perspective
(continued)

--(trend) more apt to see their careers as administrative than technical
--(trend) more apt to be bold than cautious
--(trend) apt to see more competition within their work groups
--apt to have less influence on their work goals
--apt to contact fewer colleagues in their company
--(trend) apt to have more contact with colleagues outside their company
--apt to see their supervisors as more useful for
--giving clear instructions
--showing appreciation and encouragement
--(trend) having original ideas
In general, these findings supplement those which held true for both
companies. One new theme which appears is that of contact outside the organi-
zation: those scientists who left Company A previously had had more contacts
with colleagues outside Company A and were more apt to see professional colleagues
elsewhere as a reference group. In Company A, moreover, certain characteristics
of the working environment were found also to be related to turnover. These in-
cludel influence on work goals, contact with colleagues, and supervisory behavior.
Company B only
In Company B, but not in Company A, scientists who left as opposed to those
who stay tended to be:
--less oriented toward their institution (company)
--offspring of parents of higher socio-economic classes
--less involved in their work
--members of newer work groups
--working on a greater diversity of work assignments
Generally, these findings also supplement those which held true for both
companies. It is interesting to note that differences on the first two factors
were accounted for largely by the PhD's, while the relationship of involvement
to turnover held only for the non-Doctoral scientists, who were largely "assistant
*
Not measured in Company A
i
scientists" or technicians. Diversity of work assignments, which was found pre-
viously to be associated with high performance, was also associated with turnover
in Company B
.
Contradictory findings
In a few instances it was found that scientists who left Company A tended
to be the opposite of those who left Company B. Findings occurred in opposite
directions for the two companies on the following factors:
--educational achievement (Turnovers from A were high relative to those
who stayed, while those who left Company B were relatively low)
--dependence-independence (Turnovers from A were more independent, while
those from B were more dependent relative to those who stayed with each
company
.
)
--"outer" stimulation of ideas--from clients, practical problems, colleagues,
etc. (Turnovers from A were relatively high, while those from B were
relatively low)
--time in job grade (Turnovers from A had been in their present grade a
relatively short time, while those from B had been in their grade
relatively longer.)
--total working hours per week (Turnovers from A tended to work longer hours
than Stays in A; Turnovers in B tended to work shorter hours than
Stays in B)
.
--number of subordinates (Turnovers in A were more apt to have subordinates;
turnovers in B were less apt to have subordinates),
--supervisory functions: technical know-how and accepting responsibility
(Turnovers in A rated these as relatively less useful supervisory
functions, while Turnovers in B rated them as relatively more useful).
A quick glance at these findings shows that opposite results occurred only for
certain characteristics of the individual scientists and characteristics of the work-
ing environment. No contradictory findings occurred for factors dealing with moti-
vation and satisfaction or characteristics of the work group. The contradictory
findings which did occur may be attributable in part to differences between manage-
ment practices in the companies (especially for those factors dealing with the
working environment), and in part to differences in the types of scientists in each
organization--largely engineers in A and PhD's and Assistant Scientists in B--(es-
pecially for those factors dealing with characteristics of the scientist himself).

Factors associated with turnover only in sub-groups
A few factors were found not to relate to turnover in either company as a
whole, but to relate to it in certain analysis sub-groups within the companies.
They were:
--an index of the distance travelled from the scientist's original "home
town" to his current place of work* (PhD's)
--the amount of secrecy between groups perceived by the scientist (Division 3;
non-PhD's)
--supervisory functions:
--enthusiasm (high performers in both A & B)
--critical evaluation (high performers in both A & B; non-PhD's)
--picking fruitful problems (Division 1; high performers in B; PhD's)
Conclusions
On the basis of our rough criterion for determining the "importance" of
differences between percentages, a number of factors measured on the 1959 ques-
tionnaire appeared to be associated with subsequent turnover from one or both of
the companies. Further examination of the tables will allow analysis in greater
depth. From the tables one can identify factors which are associated with transfer
within the company, factors especially associated with tutnoveir of high peyformers,
or factors especially associated with turnover within the laboratories of Company A
or of the PhD's or non-PhD's of Company B. Given this knowledge that certain
factors are related to turnover, the laboratory manager or supervisor may wish to
do something to reduce it. The best solutions to the turnover problem involve
dealing with the specific factors related to it, for example making certain that the
scientist's salary is indeed commensurate with his performance and value to the
company (no easy task.'). Because such specifics are beyond the scope of this report.
Data available for Company B only,

we shall outline two general points to be kept in mind when dealing with the
problem of turnover.
1. The factors associated with turnover must be measured in some way. Opti-
mally, a questionnaire survey could be taken which asks about factors found in the
present study to predict to turnover. A "scorecard" could be created which indi-
cates "danger signals of tumover"--those factors on which relatively large per-
centages of scientists score toward the turnover end of the scale. It is these
factors which should be attended to first.
Without such a questionnaire, attempts can be made to use the 1959 data
of this report to identify "danger signals of turnover" in a particular company
or lab. If for some reason the various factors have not changed substantially in
a lab since 1959, then the data of this report are probably a fairly good scorecard.
2. Some of the factors associated with turnover are more subject to change
than others. Let us look at each kind of factor separately:
a. Characteristics of the scientist
. These are relatively unchangeable.
Conceivably, however, knowledge of them can be used to reduce turnover in a couple
of ways. First, scientists could be selected for jobs on the basis of where they
stand on some of these factors. Second, efforts can be made to place the scientists
in job situations which are more apt to satisfy their individual needs. For example,
PhD's who are strongly oriented toward their professions could be encouraged to
attend professional conferences, present papers, or invite professional colleagues
from' outside the company to serve as occasional consultants.
b. Motivation and satisfaction . These factors are generally "inter-
vening" in nature--i .e
.
, they are related to performance and turnover, but they are
caused by other things. Attention therefore should be paid to creating situations
which satisfy the needs of the scientist and increase or maintain his motivation.
For example, efforts could be made toward creating situations in which the scientist
has increased opportunities towDrk on challenging problems and freedom to carry out
his own ideas
.
c. Characteristics of the work group . These factors are subject to in-
fluence by changing the structure, composition, or leadership practices in the group,
For example, this report indicates that turnover may be reduced if changes are made
by increasing the number of meetings, decreasing coordination, increasing group
size, and encouraging less secrecy within the group and greater competition between
groups. Several training programs are available to prepare leaders to achieve these
things
.
d. Characteristics bf the job situation . Many of these factors are also
subject to change. For example, supervisors can be helped to act in ways associated
with low turnover through training and counseling programs, and company or laboratory
policies regarding compensation can be re-examined in terms of their effects on turn-
over.
In closing, we should point out that many of the factors found in this study
to be associated with turnover are also associated with performance. In view of
I
this we are strongly tempted to conclude that one bias of behavioral scientists
has been reconfirmed: there is a phenomenon which we can call "good management."
When managers act in certain ways and create certain policies or "organizational
climates," performance is higher and turnover is lower
. These factors (ways of
acting, policies, climates) are outlined much more fully in a book,
by Donald C. Pelz and Frank M. Andrews based upon extensive research on over
1,300 scientists and engineers including those of this report. Titled Scientists
in Organizations: Productive Climates for Research and Development , it was
published by VJiley in 1966.
. ; .

fable 1. Maximum number of scientists in each cell.
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able 4. Science orientation . (Index of importance scientist attaches to making full use of
his knowledge and skills, having freedom to carry out his own ideas, and contributing to
broad technical knowledge in his field.) Percent high or very high:
Org
A
/ High
Perf
/ Div
1
/ Div
2
/
Div,
3
Org.
B
High
Perf. PhD'
Non-
rhD
tay
'ransfer
'amove r
45 42 29 57 45 47 44 61 37
35
65
38
70
36
78
32
38'
:k..
56'
56 10 100 42
Table 5. Reference Broup--professional colleagues within technical division .
Question 36E: "For each of the following persons or groups, how important is it to ap-
pear well in their eyes--to maintain their good opinion of your performance and accomp-
lishments? ... .Professional colleagues within the technical division." Percent "None,
slight, or moderate":
Org
A
/ High
Perf.
Div.
1
Div
2
/ Div,
3
Org.
B
High
Perf.
**.The smaller number of respondents applies. See notes of Table 1.
PhD
Non
PhD
/
tay

12
V*
Table 7. Provision for "self -actualization . " Index derived from the following:
Question 63: "Now, to what extent does your present job actually provide an opportunity
for each of these factors?"
"A. Making full use of my knowledge and skills."
"B. Growing and learning new knowledge and skills."
"j
.
Working on difficult and challenging problems."
"l. Having freedom to carry out my own ideas."
Percent low:
Org.
A
High
Perf
.
Dlv.
1
Div^ Dlv^
3
/
Org.
D
High
Perf. PhD
Non-
PhD
t.iy
ransfer
Jmover
43 39 38 42 50 33 27 22 45
44
67'
43 42 48
80'
1 86'
58 56'
'Table 8. Provision of "status ." Index derived from the following:
Question 63: (See Table. 7.)
"C. Earning a good salary."
"D . Advancing in administrative authority and status."
"H. Associating with top executives in the organization."
Percent low:
Org.
A
ay
ansfer
mover
High
Perf.
Dlv.
1
Dlv.
2
Dlv.
3
/
Org.
B
/ High
Perf, PhD
Non-
PhD
33

13
**,Table 10. Frequency of meetings .
^
Question 24: "About how often do you usually attend meetings held by these groups?"
Percent less than "weekly":
tay
ransfer
urnover
Org.
A
/
A4
37
i)7
High
Perf.
42
37
Div.
1
Div
2
/
43
41
Div.
3
44
29
60
47
'} 40'
Org.
B
High
Perf.
58
67
PhD
55 54
Non-
PhD
62
57
*Table 11. Coordination in group . »
Question 25: "To what extent do members of these groups coordinate their efforts for
some common objective?" Percent slight or nil:

14
''*Table 13. Competition between groups .
Question 34:. "To what extent are you (or your colleagues) aware of competing technically
with other profesaionals--striving to be first or best in solving key problems?"
"B. Between my immediate group (team, section, project, etc.) and other groups."
Percent "none" or "slight":

15
ble 16. Relative usefulness of supervisor as a "neutral sounding board ."
Question 46a; "As far as you are concerned, which of these things does your adminis-
trative chief do best? That is, in which of these ways is he most useful to profes-
sionals like yourself?"
"46F. Neutral sounding-board, open-minded listener for others to try out their
ideas."
Percent ranking this function least useful:
I / /
'
1
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fable 19. Professional orientation . (Index of importance scientist attaches to: using
present knowledge, learning new knowledge, building his professional reputation, working
on difficult problems, having freedom to carry out his ideas, and contributing to knowledg
in his field.)
Percent high:
/
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'able 22. Career as technical versus administrative
.
Question 60: "Do you think about your career more as: (a) a series of opportunities
to engage in activities you like to do, or (b) a progression up one or more organizational
ladders to a position in which you aspire to be?"
Percent mainly or almost entirely administrative:

18
e ft he
2ncJati
Table 25. Influence on work goals
Question 31n: "To what extent d^ you feel you can influencehas most weight in choice of your work goalsT in his reconunecernmg your technical goals?" -•
Percent "almost none, little, or moderate":
Org. High
person or group who
ons or decisions con-
Org,
A
ay
ansfec
mover
High
Perf
.
Div.
1
Div.' Div,
52
35
86"
45
36
50
36
58
35
100^
B
45
-.)..
Perf,
35
33
PhD
35
Non-
PhD
66
44
Table 26. Number of contacts in immediate p,roups
t^!L''°".^n ^
"'^^°"'
^°" r"^
?"°P^" '" C^^""'^ Immediate groups (sections, projects,eams. etcTl do vou work w^^h rlrv<iolT,--i-r, ^^,« „ .r , . . . . '. v'-^^^^^'^t
i::3J:jrzv\^'^:'.tT!}r:}i}^'.^'-''''''}^^^^^^from time To time that is of benefit' either to you or to them'"
Percent less than 5:
Non-
PhD
3'^^s 27. Number of contacts outside organization.
^"^^•^^"^ ^8dl "About how many people in [technical groups outside this organ izatiotT) doyou work with closely--in the sense of exchanging detailed information from time to timethat is of benefit either to you or to them?"
Percent 3 or more:
r
isfer
lOver
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able 28. Relative usefulness of supervisor in alving clear instructions
.
Question 46a: "As far as you are concerned, which of these things does your administrativ
chief do best? That is, in which of these ways is he most useful to professionals like
yourself (people who report to him or work closely with him)?"
"G. Clear and explicit instructions of what he expects others to do."
Percent very low rank:
l /
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Table 31. Institutional orientation . (Index of preferences for building professional
reputations, advancln;^ in organizational status, earning a good salary, advancing in
administrative authority, and associating with top executives in the organization.)
Percent low:
Stay
fransfep
rurnover
Org.
_A^
41
High
Perf.
/
Div.
1
Div.
2
Div.
3
32
46
37
31
60
39
31
44
40
36
50
43
;} 44
Org. High ''
B Perf.
50
33^
69
PhD
Non-
PhD
/
54
80
47
75
53
67
;able 32: Socio-economic class of father's occupation while scientist was in colleRC .
(Kinsey classifications).
Percent upper white collar, professional, business executive, or extremely wealthy;

21
V*
Table 34. Group aae ,
rcrcent 0-1 year:
tay
ransfer
"urn over

Table 37. Educati<
Percent beyond
Org.
A
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**Table 40. Time in grade .
Question 66: "How long have you been in this grade or had this title?"
Percent less than one year:
; tay
fransfer
rurnovei*
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ible 43. Relative usefulness of supervisor for his technical know-how
.
Question 46a: "As far as you are concerned, which of these things does your administrative
chief do best? That is, in which of these ways is he most useful to professionals like
yourself (people who report to him or work closely with him)?"
"A. Technical know-how, sharing with others his wide knowledge, skill or experience.
Percent low in usefulness:
ay
ansfer
irnover
Org.
A
41
52
57
High
Perf
/
38
54
67'
Div.
1
Div.
2
Div.
3
48
35,
60
48
50
50'
26
'}
Org.
B
High
Perf.
43
44
28
47
40
PhD
59
62
Non
PhD
/
30
17
ble 44. Distance index. (Index of distance from place of birth to place of Bachelor's de-
gree plus distance from place of highest degree to present work place.)
Percent traveling relatively long distances (minljnum of 452 miles):

25
able 46. Relative usefulness of supervisor for his enthusiasm
.
Question 46a: "As far as you are concerned, vhich of these things does your administrative
chief do best? That is, in which of these w^s is he most useful to professionals like
yourself (people who report to him or work closely with him)?"
"E. Enthusiasm for the work, maintaining interest or sense of significance."
Percent very low in rank:
tay
ransfer
urnover
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